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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting assessment right is critical in supporting student learning and ensuring retention and success. Tertiary teachers are increasingly expected to assess students using online tasks and tools that are frequently adapted from traditional methodsOnline assessment demands a new set of technical and pedagogical skills that teachers often lack, and can be challenging to develop.our project is in response to these issuesTERNZ planning: 3 activities 10 mins, 40 mins discussion/activity Action: KH and BS create ppt and outline, lead presentationBettina Slide 1-3 Activity 1 (anchor) - here's our defn of online assessment. What do you think? How does this connect with what you do? 10 minsKaren Slide 4 - 9 Activity 2 - tell them about project 10 minsActivity 3 Slide 10 -11 - divide into 2/3 groups for each (jigsaw activity), give each group a question to discuss 10 mins Feedback 10 minswhat do you want from guidelines in addition to case studies? what do you expect from the tool (maybe version 2)? Feedback to whole group 20 mins Would you like to trial the tool/guidelines for us? Collect contactGetting it right – an online assessment projectJane, Dave, Bettina, Karen, DeborahThe researchFunded through the Ako Aotearoa Regional Hub Project Funding Scheme, this project is being undertaken by a team of TASDEN colleagues from Auckland’s Massey University, Unitec Institute of Technology and AUT University. The project aims to support student learning and ensure retention and success through improving online assessment practice in tertiary contexts.This session will present progress so far on the project’s intended outcome: a practical resource to support tertiary teachers to develop varied and appropriate online assessment practices that are valid, reliable and transparent. The resource will use the recently developed eLearning guidelines and other relevant literature as a prompt for evaluating a range of cases illustrating current online assessment practices in four tertiary providers. The resource will be in two parts:1.  	A set of evidence-based guidelines for the design and implementation of online assessment2.  	An interactive tool for tertiary teachers to match their online assessment needs with appropriate methodsWhy the topic is importantGetting assessment right is critical in supporting student learning and ensuring their retention and success. Tertiary teachers are increasingly expected to assess students using online tasks and tools that are frequently adapted from traditional methods. However, assessing effectively in the online environment demands a new set of technical and pedagogical skills which teachers often lack, and which can be challenging to develop.How the session will be runEach session is 50 minutes in duration.  It is recommended that about 10 minutes only is used for the researcher to present their work, leaving about 40 minutes for discussion and activities.  You can be as creative as you like with how you use this time! (please see the conference philosophy on the website for more information).



Online assessment:
our definition

Using online tools in assessment 
for and of student learning:

tasks,
feedback, and

marking/grading
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5 mins chatting 3 minsassessment in a digital and online context ….what is NOT online assessmentHow does this relate to your context?What are some of the issues that you are experiencing?



Online assessment
Online teaching and assessment in some 
form is... only likely to increase in size and 
significance (Barber, Donnelly, & Rizvi, 2013; 
Guiney, 2013; Johnson et al., 2013).

Effective online assessment can offer a 
range of benefits to both students and 
teachers including more interactive 
assessment and feedback, increased 
efficiency and reduced workload (JISC, 2010)

How does this 
relate to your 
context?

What issues
are you 
experiencing?
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SPIFzHG9X-SgVzkE289SqSwJKqlRp1PX5LAdCRf_4ok/edit


Issues in online assessment
• Pedagogical skills

• Technical skills 

• Identifying appropriate assessment tasks 
and tools
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Lit review → pedagogical skills in relation to assessment impt first of allProject came out of TASDEN meeting early last year - topic assessment



Aim 
To support student learning through improving 
online assessment practice in tertiary contexts

Outputs
1. a set of guidelines for teachers 
2. an interactive tool

Project 65
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10 mins Slide 



Background and how to use

6 evidence-based principles

10 guiding questions

12 case studies

“The Guidelines”
are now in 4 parts
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Presentation Notes
what is the tool? and where we are at with the tool envisaged it as a flowchartcontext dependent → guided questions



• Apps for practical assessment
• Blogs as a reflective tool
• ePortfolios to support on-going learning
• ePortfolios to expose the hidden curriculum
• ePortfolios for an industry-based prject
• Forums to develop communication skills
• Gaming to practise real world skills
• Glossaries for peer critique and feedback
• Quizzes to support learning
• Turnitin for marking, feedback and peer evaluation
• Video to develop real world skills for employability
• Wikis to assess teamwork

12 case studies, 4 institutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who? identified good uses of online assessment in our own institutionsRange of tool useTITLE: key contribution of this caseChallengethe generic  issue- why we chose this caseonline equivalent/ tool..2. Background  Link to Pre-interview questionnaire for referencecontext → pre interview questionnaire3. The Assessment   1a-c, 2a  Remember: look for relevant quotesWhat students docomplete task/ give feedbacksubmit taskreceive feedbackWhat teachers docreate tasksupport students use of technologygive formative feedbackreceive submissionsmarkgive summative feedbackevaluate, including analytics	4. Why this assessment works (= reflection)   2b-g  Remember: look for relevant quotesStudents say:Staff say:Support:5. Key points for effective practice (map to ELG and/or lit review - use the principles/headings written by Jane and use these headings - don’t quote from literature specifically!)6. Final word(conclusion- it works because…)include ‘But…’



Case studies



Become a reviewer!

Guidelines – 3 steps
We are most interested in your opinion of the work’s 
accuracy (ring of truth) and its usefulness to tertiary 
teaching staff working with online assessment.
Please could you:
1. Download the attached document and rename it by 

adding your initials
2. Add your comments and questions
3. Email your reviewed version to Jane Terrell at 

j.l.terrell@massey.ac.nz
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Presentation Notes
 

mailto:j.l.terrell@massey.ac.nz


What is it?
An interactive online flowchart designed to guide a teacher’s 
choices re online assessment

How does it work?
Guided questions lead the teacher through a series of decisions 
to choose an appropriate online assessment
→ recommended options

“The tool” is now “OATS”:
Online Assessment Tool Selector

Link to tool
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what is the tool? and where we are at with the tool envisaged it as a flowchartcontext dependent → guided questions

http://oats.azurewebsites.net/


Become a reviewer!
OATS – 4 steps
The feedback we need is rather detailed, but doesn’t 
take long. Please plan to test the OATS at least three
times. Each time you test:
1. Start with an online tool & assessment task in mind
2. Note this, and your other choices on the OATS 

Feedback Table:
Tool & task Bloom 5 verbs Choices Right?

1

2

3



Become a reviewer!
OATS (continued)

3. Fill out the feedback survey on the results page

4. Email your completed OATS Feedback Table to Dave 
Snell at d.j.snell@massey.ac.nz

mailto:d.j.snell@massey.ac.nz


Become a reviewer!

Give us your email address

Jane Terrell – Project Leader
j.l.terrell@massey.ac.nz
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